
Update:   Residents who lived around Cabot-Koppers in the post-Vietnam War years of the 

1970’s witnessed barrels of herbicides (presumed to be weaponized, military grade Agent 

Orange dioxins) being secretly buried on what was later designated by the EPA as a Superfund 

site in 1983.  

 

In 2010 we have new witnesses who disclose that TETRA TECH, a company contracted for site 

cleanup by the designated clean-up corporation and owner, BEAZER EAST, was seen 

excavating “drums”, (aka barrels) from under the ground on the northern section of the 

Superfund site in the Fall of 2010.  Witnesses within view of these activities say it was apparent 

that TETRA TECH used earthen burms and tarps to hide their diggings from enquiring eyes and 

camera lenses during the excavations. 

 

In February, 2011 the Google Earth’s Worldview satellite captured a high resolution image that 

revealed over 20 drums gathered on the Koppers site in a location near the rental home where the 

excavations were witnessed.   

 

The landlord holding the lease to Mary Ann Jones’ rental home, who is also president of  Protect 

Gainesville Citizens, Kim Popejoy, was apparently taking the word of local officials when he 

agreed in published meeting minutes, that the Beazer sponsored “search” for buried drums by 

GEO HYDRO, a company now representing GRU, was diligent and that “No drums were 

found”.  
 

“Kim stated that in the near future the Florida Department of Health is supposed to give a 

presentation about their recent Koppers cancer study. He also presented information received 

from John Herbert and Robin Hallbourg regarding the search for buried drums at the Koppers 

site. This search, conducted at Beazer’s expense, was described as thorough and diligent. No 

drums were found.” ( Source: Protect Gainesville Citizens, Inc. May 12 Minutes Draft) 

The complete timeline of events including multiple witness testimony suggests that the drums were 

secretly excavated by TETRA TECH crews in 2010 and early 2011 before the “official” search for buried 

drums was begun by a completely different company, GEO-HYDRO, in April and May of 2011. 

How much of this is speculation? 

Considering the recent Biomass Plant contract scandals involving the City and GRU  it’s 

consistentent to suspect a cover-up of  cover-ups is currently underway as political damage 

control involving the complete truth of events at the Koppers EPA Superfund site.  

Furthermore, there is no reason the character or testimony of renters as witnesses should be 

impugned on the basis that there story contradicts official accounts – especially when it’s been 

the decades-long history of local officials to cover-up the Koppers pollution in the first place. 

Finally, the Google Earth satellite view of February, 2011 revealing numerous drums in a 

location near where Kim Popejoy’s renters witnessed the excavations is one outstanding example 

of unprejudiced forensics that will remain as hard evidence until fully explained by local, State, 

Federal and University of Florida officials in a Federal Court of Law. 

http://groups.google.com/group/stephen-foster-neighborhood/browse_thread/thread/cf4c4ee5a404a80d?hl=en


“The Central Florida Veterans For Peace Chapter 136 says it’s time to Come Clean with the War 

Crimes of Vietnam especially when War Crimes are repeated decades later in our own home 

town.”  -- Phil Restino,  Co-Chair, VFP Central Florida Chapter, 136 

 

 


